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Introduction

Debugging is 50% art, 50% science and 100% frustration!  It is left-brained, right-brained and after three days in
front of a CRT - it is largely no-brained.  Like invention, it is 98% perspiration and 2% inspiration.  It can often
approach the intensity of an aerobic workout.  For most developers, debugging retains all the charm of a root
canal.

This is clearly an unenlightened view.

CA-Visual Objects attempts to put the best face on this necessary evil by providing an outstanding set of source-
level debugging tools which will allow the developer to do battle with and triumph over the full range of bugs to
which program flesh is heir.  The Debugger is eminently worthy of our respect.  The goal of this paper and the
accompanying talk is to make the most out of your 2% of inspiration!

Even Older Than Clipper Autumn ’86

The negative predisposition towards debugging has been with us since the earliest days of the stored-instruction
computer.  Debugging tools in the 1950’s and early 1960’s consisted of toggle switches, patch cords, flashing
lights and a musical ear.  Veteran programmers knew that the early machines (like the IBM 1401) suffered from
poor shielding.  A transistor radio tuned to an empty frequency in the AM band would squeak and howl when it
was brought close to the CPU box.  Each program had its own signature song.  The card punch utility sang a
different song than the tape copy or the end of day accounting program.  After years of running the same daily
job queue, an operator could tell from the radio if a program was caught in a strange loop (the tempo and pitch of
the music would increase an octave or two) or had locked up the machine (the music would stop).

Just a few years later, IBM 360 systems programmers traded flashing lights and toggle switches for cartons of
microfiche and hundreds of hexadecimal pages from an ABEND (abnormal end) dump.  Several days might go
by before discovering the reason for the failure.  The programmer’s toolkit now included an IBM green card
(listing opcodes and machine timings and always carried in the top shirt pocket), a dog-eared copy of the IBM
System Control Blocks manual, half a dozen Coke cans with varying levels of consumption and temperature and
Styrofoam coffee cups that doubled as ash trays.
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The CA publications IDE User Guide and South Seas Adventures: An Exploration of CA-Visual Objects are
solid references on the mechanics (fuel for the left brain) of using the CA-VO Debugger.  The art of debugging
(fuel for the right brain) is best taught interactively through multiple real-world examples.  The talk at CA-World
2000 that accompanies this paper will demonstrate how to use the Debugger to isolate a dozen common problems
which can plague an application.  A separate handout will be distributed at the start of each session.  The handout
will recreate a problem, include documenting screen shots and the talk will suggest a methodology for debugging
the program.  Examples will include debugging straight code, a GUI environment, a method, a class, an event
driver and a routine which interfaces to the Windows API.  The remainder of this paper will provide an overview
of the features offered by the CA-VO Debugger and will offer short cuts, tips and offer some innovative ways to
use existing CA-VO language elements to build a debugging tool kit.

Do I Need an Error Handler or a Debugger?

Many programmers confuse the difference between error handling and debugging.  Though there are areas where
the difference can be subtle, in most cases, they are quite distinct.  For the purposes of this paper, we will use the
following definitions:

An error handler is primarily concerned with errors from without.

A debugger is primarily concerned with errors from within.

Each time a debugger is used it may uncover typos, logic errors, boundary problems and other coding defects.  At
some point, these flaws with the code are corrected and the application goes into production at the customer’s
site.

The error handler is our ever-present guardian against asynchronous errors.  Dynamic memory errors, GPFs,
stack faults, bad paths, missing files, open diskette doors.  It doesn’t matter how cautious we are in our design -
runtime errors will never permanently go away.  Critical path errors occur external to our program.  The
discouraging fact is that no matter how attentive we are in designing our application, runtime errors will remain a
constant threat to our program’s well-being.

Error handling is all about providing the patient with symptomatic relief.  The programmer is Dr. Feelgood.
There will never be a permanent cure for a device failure or an empty printer.  But, we can minimize downtime,
enlist the aid of the operator and get our mission back on track.

Debugging is all about finding a real cure to the patient’s illness.  If the name of a misspelled method is corrected
in the source code, we won’t have an invalid method error at runtime.  If the employee array is increased from
100 to 120 elements, we won’t have the identical bounds error tomorrow afternoon.

While the CA-Visual Objects Debugger can certainly help us track down runtime exceptions, the primary value
of the Debugger is in allowing us to detect and repair logic flaws in our code.
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Preparing the Application for the Debugger

You can’t debug a program unless it has been built with the hooks and embedded diagnostic data which the
debugger will require at runtime.  This information increases the size of each module and there is little reason to
include it in a production application.  Typically, you will turn on debugging only while working through
problem code.  You will turn off debugging as the code begins to behave properly.  Fortunately, we can narrow
the scope of the Debugger so we can test only the modules or entities which have not been fully debugged.  A
program can be debugged at the application, module or entity level.  Each lower level allows you to override the
debug status of the previous level.  A module or entity should be rebuilt each time its debug setting is toggled.

Debugging at the Application Level

When an application is initially created, it inherits the debug settings in the Properties window.  If the debug flag
is turned on, all modules that are created will have their debug flag turned on.  This is represented by a “D” in
the application’s debug status indicator.  At any point during program development, you may reset the debug flag
in the Properties window.

Debug setting in the
Properties window applies

to the entire application
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Debugging at the Module Level

The debug status of a module will normally follow the debug setting of the application.  The Debugger also
allows a module’s debug status to be explicitly turned ON or OFF.  If the module’s debug indicator is:

blank the module’s debug status is turned off

D the module’s debug status is turned on in the Properties window

D+ the module’s debug status has been explicitly turned on

D- the module’s debug status has been explicitly turned off

To change the debug setting for a specific module:

1.  Highlight the module

2.  Click on the right mouse button

3.  Choose from: Debugging On, Debugging Off or Debugging Auto.

Debugging Auto will force the module to follow the debug status of the application.
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Debugging at the Entity Level
You can also change the debug status at the entity level.  This works in a similar fashion to changing the debug
status at the module level.

If the entity debug indicator is:
blank the entity’s debug status is automatic and follows the module
+ the entity’s debug status has been explicitly turned on
- the entity’s debug status has been explicitly turned off

To change the debug setting for a specific entity:

1.  Highlight the entity

2.  Click on the right mouse button

3.  Choose from: Debugging On, Debugging Off or Debugging Auto.

Debugging Auto will force the entity to follow the debug status of the module.

Entity Debug Box
opens with a

right-click

Entity debug indicator
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Compiler Options

The Compiler Options window can be found in the Application menu.  You should make certain that the
PROCNAME/PROCLINE check box has not been de-selected.  The Debugger won’t be able to provide us with a
call stack, entity line numbers or actual source code if this option is turned off.

System Options

If you are starting a new application or if you are writing new modules which could benefit from debugging, it
will be convenient to turn on the New module debug switch in the System Options window.  Each new module
you create will automatically have the module-level debug flag set.  You can reach the System Options window
through the File menu.

Enables debug for
each new module

that is created

Enables
PROCNAME

and
PROCLINE
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Starting the Debugger

Start the Debugger by selecting RUN in the Debug window or by clicking the TRACE icon in the toolbar.  You
will be asked to enter the entry point for the application.

In most cases, we will want to begin at the Start() function since this is the name of the default entry point in
CA-VO.  This is always a good idea because errors tend to accumulate as the depth of the call stack increases.  In
other words, debug your programs in the same fashion as the users will run them.  The one hundred procedures
which make up your application may work when debugged stand-alone.  But the application might not make it
beyond the 3rd function call if you start the application at the logical beginning.

The Debugger will open a special Debug Source Code window.  This window contains only the currently active
entity.  It is read-only so you won’t be able to edit the source code.  It’s a good idea to keep a separate window
open with the source to the entire module.  If you selected RUN, the Debugger will start executing the code
immediately.  If you clicked on the STEP TRACE icon, the Debugger will highlight the first line in the code
(normally the function or procedure prototype) and pause.

Clicking on the STEP TRACE icon or pressing the F8 short cut key will single step through each line of code.
All subsequent Debugger windows are descended from the Debug Source Code window.  If you close this
window, all other Debugger windows (Call Stack, DB Work Areas, Watch Expressions, Locals, Globals) will be
closed as well.
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DEBUG COMMANDS

Debug commands can be specified through toolbar icons, menu commands, hot keys and short cut keys.

You will find the following table useful when debugging your application.  It lists all the ways to invoke a
Debugger command.  You might want to make a copy of it and post it near your computer.

Debug Command Toolbar Button Hot Keys Short Cut
Run Execute N F5
Step Execute Next Line S F10
Step In Trace Entity I F8
Step Out Execute to End O Shift+F7
Step To Cursor N/A T F7
Reset Process Reset P
Breakpoint Breakpoint A F9
Expression Evaluate F(x) X Ctrl+X
Watch Expression W Ctrl+W
Watch Variable V Shift+F9
Modify Variable M Ctrl+F9
View Globals G Ctrl+G
View Locals L Ctrl+L
View Call Stack K Ctrl+K
View Breakpoints B Ctrl+B
View Watch Expressions R Ctrl+R
View DB Work Areas D Ctrl+D
View Sets E Ctrl+T

Debug Toolbar

Debug Menu
Commands

Debug Shortcut Key
(Both Ctrl key and letter

are required)

Debug Hot Keys
(Only letter is required
if the Debug window

is open)
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Debug commands are selected by highlighting them in the Debug or View windows.

Toolbar commands are entered by clicking on the icon on the Debug toolbar.

Hot key commands are entered by typing in the single letter while the Debug window is open.

Short cut commands can be used anywhere in the Debugger.

Execution Commands

Run or Execute

This will attempt to run your application to normal completion.  Control returns to the Debug Source Code
window when one of the following occurs:

 the application terminates normally

 an explicit breakpoint or an ALTD() is encountered

 the Debugger is manually invoked with the Ctrl+Alt+SysRq keys

 a runtime error occurs

Step or Execute Next Line

This executes a single line of source code at a time.  This allows you to examine variables, view program output
and work through suspect code.  Any calls to functions, procedures or methods are not expanded.  The called
entity is run and control is returned to the next line in the current source module.

Step In or Trace Entity

This works exactly like STEP except that functions, procedures and methods encountered in the source code are
single-stepped.  The code for the called entity is displayed in the Debug Source Code window.  The called entity
must have its debug flag turned on in order to single step through its code.  If the debug flag is turned off, the
code will be executed as though it were a STEP command.

Step Out or Execute to End

This runs your code up to the last statement in the current entity.  This allows you to single step through critical
parts of your code and then quickly run to the end of the routine.  It behaves as if a breakpoint were set at the last
executable statement.  Frequently, you will want to examine the return value from a function.  This option allows
you to RUN your code up to the RETURN, inspect the return value and continue to single step through the
remainder of the program.

Step To Cursor

This runs your application up to the cursor position.  It behaves as if a breakpoint were set at the cursor.
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Reset Process or Reset

This immediately stops execution and restarts the application from the beginning.

Breakpoint

A breakpoint can be set at any executable line in a program.  The program will automatically return control to the
Debugger when a breakpoint is encountered.  The advantage of a breakpoint is that you can identify all of the
places you want the program to pause and then execute the program at normal speed with the RUN command.
At each breakpoint, you can examine variables, watch expressions, SET values and continue to single step
through the entity.

There are two kinds of breakpoints: temporary and source level.

The temporary breakpoint is entered at runtime from inside the debug window.  Just position the cursor on a line
of code and press the F9 key.  Remember, the cursor operates independently of the highlight bar.  The highlight
bar identifies the next line to be executed.  The cursor identifies a line at which you consider setting a
breakpoint.  Breakpoint selection works like a toggle switch.  You can undo a breakpoint by selecting the same
line a second time.  Instead of pressing the F9 short cut key you can also select Breakpoint from the Debug
Window, click on the Breakpoint icon in the Toolbar or press the ‘A’ hot key.

Source-level breakpoints require that you embed an ALTD() function at strategic points in the code.  Control will
return to the Debugger each time an ALTD() is encountered.  The ALTD() function can also take an argument.
ALTD(1) allows the application to manually enter the Debugger by pressing the Ctrl+Alt+SysRq keys.  ALTD(0)
prevents manual entry into the Debugger.
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Expression or F(x)

This will open a dialog box which will allow us to evaluate any legal expression known to the application.  The
expressions are limited to a single line.  This feature is also useful for calling functions which are primarily
designed for debugging purposes.  This allows the programmer to develop a collection of debug functions or a
debugging tool kit which can be housed in a custom debug DLL.

For example, let’s say that we’ve written a function called Handles().  Handles() displays all open file handles
and their equivalent file or device names.  We can display this information at any time in the Debugger by
selecting Expression and typing Handles() into the expression dialog box.  Over time, dozens of these functions
can be added to our special debug library or DLL.

In the following example, we determine the current directory by invoking the CurDir() function:

We tend to think of expression evaluation as passive and read-only.  It is easy to forget that the in-line
assignment operator is also an expression.  And like any expression, it returns a value.  This allows us to apply
temporary fixes to our application by creating new variables at runtime and modifying existing variables.
Permanent changes to the code can be made in the source code editor after verifying that the temporary patch was
successful.
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Watch Expression

Monitoring expressions, transitions and system resources is a very important part of debugging an application.
The Watch Expression command allows us to add any legal expression to the Watch window.  The entered
expressions are updated regularly.  This makes it easy to notice conventional memory running low, a change in a
current directory, a closed work area, an error in dynamic memory, etc.

Watch Variable

The Watch Expression window is the same window where we can monitor memory variables, instance variables
and field names.  This allows us to see exactly at what point variables change values, come into scope and fields
are updated.  The following screen has been configured to demonstrate how powerful and easy it is to request that
variables be included in the watch list.  Four windows have been tiled in our example: the Debug Source Code
window, the Database Work Area window, the Watch Expression window and the Local/Private Variables
window.  We will move the cursor to the Local/Private Variables window and right-click on variable Y.  We
can now add the highlighted variable to the Watch window.  In our example, we added variables W, X and Y to
the Watch Expression window.  Next we moved to the Database Work Area window.  We highlighted field
SUBID in the SUBJECTS database.  We right-clicked and added the field to the Watch Expression window.
We could have monitored the value of W, X and Y in the Local/Private Variables window.  But it would be easy
to get confused if there were dozens of variables.  The Watch Expression window allows us to target only those
variables that we want to monitor.
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As soon as the value of our database field is altered, we call look at the Call Stack window to identify which
entity updated the record.

Modify Variable

We can also use the Debugger to easily modify a memory variable or a database field.  Just highlight the variable
in either the Private/Local window, Public/Global window, Watch Expression window, Database Work Area
window and right-click.  Then select Modify Variable in the pop-up box.  The following screen shows how we
modified the variable X from a current value of NIL to a new value of 100.
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The View Box

At the heart of debugging is the ability to view memory variables, monitor system resources, keep an eye out for
transitions, examine work areas and check the symbol table at each level of the call stack.  The Debugger
supports this through independently-operated debug windows.  You open the View box by clicking on the View
icon in the Debug toolbar.  The next few pages will examine each of these tools and we’ll learn how to make the
most of the information they provide.

View Globals and View Locals

The Debugger displays GLOBAL and PUBLIC variables in the same window.  GLOBAL variables are entered
into the symbol table at compile time and will show up in the view box as soon as you start up the Debugger.
The default value for an uninitialized and untyped GLOBAL variable is NIL.  PUBLIC variables are created at
runtime.  The default value for an uninitialized and untyped PUBLIC variable is FALSE.  You will only be able
to examine the GLOBAL and PUBLIC variables which are currently in scope.

The Debugger displays LOCAL, PRIVATE and STATIC in the same window.  LOCAL and STATIC variables
are entered into the symbol table at compile time and will show up in the view box as soon as you start up the
Debugger.  The default value for an uninitialized and untyped LOCAL or STATIC variable is NIL.  PRIVATE
variables are created at runtime.  The default value for an uninitialized and untyped PRIVATE variable is NIL.
You will only be able to examine the LOCAL, PRIVATE and STATIC variables which are currently in scope.

Only simple variables are displayed in their entirety.  Complex variables like arrays, objects, codeblocks and
structures are represented by a special shorthand.  An icon to the left of the variable name indicates that
additional information is available.  Clicking on this icon will provide more detail.

Let’s take a look at the LOCAL/STATIC/PRIVATE view box in our test application.

We can see three local variables: ARR1, E and I.
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ARR1 is our array.  It is a complex data type and the Debugger doesn’t automatically list all of the elements.
There is an icon to the left of the array name.  If we click once on this icon, the Debugger will list the contents
and data type of each element.  The Debugger also tells us that the array has 5 elements and the memory
reference to it is at 31C7:01DC.  The default behavior is for the Debugger to list only the first five elements of an
array.  You can change this by right-clicking on the highlighted array.  Select Change Array Index Range.  This
will allow you to specify the range of elements to be displayed for each array.

E is our error object.  It too is a complex data structure and the Debugger requires that we click on the view icon
to list the object’s exported instance variables.  The length of the object is 80 (0x0050 in hex) and the memory
reference to it is at 31C7:03D4.

I is our index into array ARR1.  It is a SHORT INTEGER with LOCAL scope.  It has a current value of 6.  The
ARR1 array only has a length of 5.  This is the reason an error object was created.  We have exceeded the length
(maxsize) of the array!

You can change the value of a variable displayed in the View Locals or View Globals window by right-clicking
and selecting Modify Variable.

Memory address
of array pointer

The array has
five elements

Instantiating
Class

Memory address
of pointer to Error

Object

Size associated
with the object
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View Call Stack

The Call Stack window displays the application’s activation level.  A function or method is added to the call
stack each time it is invoked.  It is removed from the call stack when it returns to the caller.  The Call Stack
displays the procedure name and line number.  The sad truth is that large applications often are influenced by
negative synergy - the whole is less than the sum of its parts.  If function TEN() raises an alias error, it is likely
that a prior procedure higher up on the stack unintentionally closed a needed work area.  The Call Stack box can
help us find the culprit by documenting the application’s travel path

The Call Stack window is actually a split screen.  The top screen contains the name of each entity in the stack
along with the current line number in that entity.  The bottom screen contains the name and data type of all
variables which were passed to the entity as parameters.  In our example, the Debug Source Code window shows
that function Three() has just been called.  It expects to be passed four parameters:

A, B, C and D.  The top screen of the Call Stack window tells us that the calling entity was function Two().  The
bottom screen of the Call Stack window tells us that the four variables passed by function Two() all had the
value of 2.

Scoping problems are especially difficult to track since lexical variables like LOCAL and STATIC are not visible
outside of the creating entity.  The Debugger eliminates this problem by allowing us to highlight a function or
procedure in the Call Stack window and then clicking the left mouse button.  The LOCAL/STATIC/PRIVATE
window will now show all of the variables known to the highlighted function.  This can be extremely useful
during debugging.
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In our example, we clicked once on function Three() in the Call Stack window.  The Debug Source Code
window shows that we haven’t gone beyond the function prototype statement.  The LOCAL/PRIVATE Variables
window shows all of the LOCAL/STATIC/PRIVATE variables which are currently in scope.  Similarly, the
GLOBAL/PUBLIC Variables window shows all of the GLOBAL/PUBLIC variables which are currently in
scope.  If we wanted to see the variables in scope for function One(), we would only need to click on One() in the
Call Stack window.  The variables in scope for function One() would immediately be displayed.

View Breakpoints

This allows you to view all breakpoints currently active for your application.  The breakpoints are identified by
entity name and source code line number.  You can remove a single breakpoint or all breakpoints by clicking on
a button.  You can jump to the actual line of code associated with each breakpoint by double clicking on a
breakpoint.

This highlighted
source code is a

breakpoint

This is the Breakpoint icon.
Clicking here adds the

highlighted source code line
to the breakpoint window

The Breakpoints
window identifies

all current
breakpoints
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 View Watch Expressions

This window displays the current value of all watch expressions and watch variables which were previously
added.

Watch expressions are only evaluated when execution has stopped.  They are not updated and displayed
continuously.

View DB Work Areas

One of the most difficult bugs to track down in a multi-user environment is database integrity.  The reason a
record fails to get updated can be because an invalid work area was selected.  Or the record was not refreshed
from disk.  Or a lock failed.  Or exclusive access was denied.  Or an RDD violation occurred.  Or an index was
corrupted and our SEEK positioned the file to an incorrect record.  Or there was a network fault.

Work Area Information
panel contains

descriptive information
about the currently

selected file

Field/Record
Information panel

Work Area
List panel
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View Sets

The Debugger provides easy access to all of the SET commands.  The value of certain SET commands like SET
DELETED ON and SET SOFTSEEK ON are absolutely essential to the proper operation of the application.
Many bugs can be attributed to the failure to restore the SET environment when a function returns.

SET commands can be modified as well as viewed.  The Debugger categorizes the SETs into five groups: Basic,
Database, Terminal and Terminal External and ALL

You can modify a SET by clicking on the Change Value button or by right-clicking on the same row as the SET
variable you wish to change.

The ability to inspect/modify SET commands during runtime can come in very handy.  Here are some examples.

1. Let’s say that you can’t find a record that you know is in your database.  Perhaps the record was deleted and
SET DELETED ON was set.  It is simple to SET DELETED OFF and continue your exploration.

2. You’ve come across a runtime error in the middle of your debugging.  Unfortunately, you forgot to enable
the ERRORLOG switch which notifies the default error handler to log system status information to the
VOERROR.LOG dump file.  Once again, it’s easy to turn on the ERRORLOG switch in the SET window.
See the screen below.

3. You want to re-route @...SAY output from the printer back to the terminal emulation window.  Just right-
click on SET DEVICE TO and enter CONSOLE.

4. You want to change all future opens to exclusive access.  Just SET EXCLUSIVE ON.

You can also
modify a

System Setting
by right-clicking

in the Value
column

Debugger has
five SET

categories
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Find Tools

The Find Tools are extremely useful for finding everywhere a particular variable was used.  Or where an
errorblock was posted.  Or where a specific function was invoked.  Or where a message to an object referenced a
particular method.

It supports three check box options and three buttons.

Check boxes:
Wild Card Expression requests that the expression match even embedded phrases.
Match Case requires that case sensitivity be enabled.
Search All requests that a search be made of the entire entity.

Buttons:
Find Next locates the first occurrence of the expression from the cursor forward.
Find Previous locates the first occurrence of the expression from the cursor backward.
Cancel closes the Find tool.

Each time a match is found, the Debugger will open a locate dialog window and display the matching line of
source code.  You have two options at this point:

Choose will close the Find tool and return you to the source editor with the cursor positioned at the located line
of source code.

Cancel will return you to the Find window and allow you to locate the next expression match.
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OPTIMIZING THE DEBUG DESKTOP

There will typically be at least three or four debug-related windows open while stepping through code.  The
developer will want to organize the desktop for maximum efficiency and to make certain that program transitions
are noted.  Tiling is extremely useful when you must monitor several windows at the same time.  For example,
you might want to tile the following windows on the same screen: Debug Source Code, Call Stack, Watch
Expression, Database Work Area, Local/Private Variables.  This can greatly enhance your productivity.  Be
sure to close, minimize or move non-essential windows (Error Browser, Application Browser and editors) which
may still be open.

Occasionally, it may be desirable to cascade or maximize one or more windows.  It is very easy for the other
windows to get lost in the desktop clutter.  The Window entry on the IDE menu line can be used to bring a
desired window to the foreground in a minimal amount of time.
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When the Rabbits Stop Coming!

At some point in your debugging session, you won’t be able to keep pulling rabbits out of the Debugger hat!
This will happen if the application terminates with a runtime error which corrupts internal control structures.  It
can also happen if CA-VO runs out of memory and terminates with a GPF or an AE.  An abnormal termination
may have left Windows or CA-VO in a compromised state.

If you try to restart CA-VO, you may receive the following error message:

The only solution is to restart Windows from the DOS command line.  A more conservative approach would be
to perform a warm boot of your system.  This will ensure that Windows starts off with a pristine environment.
Remember the prime directive of debugging: you can only debug one unknown at a time.  Debugging
simultaneous equations is no fun.  You should always be confident that the Windows and CA-Visual Objects
environment has not been compromised.  Your code will produce enough squirrels to last a lifetime.  Don’t add
to the confusion!

Assertions

The CA-VO Debugger is an excellent example of how the developer can aggressively identify and correct logic
flaws at runtime by tapping the full resources of a source-level debugger.  There is also a low-tech approach - the
assertion statement.

In their simplest form, assertions are print statements surrounded by an IF/ENDIF construct.  They are sprinkled
into the code at strategic points in the application.

IF LEN(aEmployeeTable) > 10
      ? “Employee table array > 10.  Current value: “, LEN(aEmployeeTable)
       INKEY(0)

ENDIF

Assertions are the oldest debugging tools available to the programmer.  In fact, assertions existed during Biblical
times.

ASSERT  FruitEaten != #TREE_OF_KNOWLEDGE

ASSERT  cSinnerCity = “Sodom” .AND. nHonestPeople >= 10 .AND. lRepentance

ASSERT NumberPlagues < 10 .AND. cLeader = “Moses” .AND. lStillSlaves
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The use of assertion statements are historically the main reason why most programming shops maintain two
versions of application code: one for production and another for debugging.  It was simply too much trouble to
repeatedly insert and remove assertion statements.  The CA-Clipper 5.0 preprocessor gave programmers the
ability to do a conditional compilation based on the value of a preprocessor constant.  This meant that the same
code could be maintained for both production and debugging.  CA-Visual objects also supports conditional
compilation.  One difference is that CA-VO’s directive can test for the presence of manifest constants as well as
memory variables and functions.

The following ASSERT command is found in STD.UDC:

 ASSERT <exp>   => #ifdef _assert;; ;
    if !(<exp>) ;; ;
    MessageBox(0,  String2psz(<$exp$>), ;
    String2psz("Failed in " + RTrim(__ENTITY) + ", " + NTRIM(__LINE)), 48);; ;
    endif;; #endif

Where:
__MODULE is the name of the current module.
__ENTITY is the name of the current entity.
__LINE is the line number of the current line.

There is also a fourth symbol referenced in the ASSERT command.  This is the _assert variable itself.  Note that
the #ifdef/endif encloses the entire translated output.  If the value of the _assert variable evaluates TRUE, the
compiler will translate the command to a call to the MessageBox() function.  If _assert is not defined, or is not
visible to this entity or evaluates FALSE or 0, the compiler will effectively translate the command to a blank line.
This means that both your production and debug level source code can be housed in the same module.  Build
your application with an _assert that evaluates TRUE and you will generate a debug EXE.  Remove the _assert
definition and you will generate a production EXE.  The DEFINE can take the following form:

DEFINE _ASSERT := TRUE

You can prevent the inclusion of ASSERT statements in your production application by either removing the
DEFINE statement or by setting _assert to a FALSE or 0.

The last parameter in MessageBox() is system flags.  Decimal 48 is the same as hex 0x30.  This requests that an
exclamation mark icon appear in the message box.  The OK button is the default.

Assume that the following assertion fails in line 72 of function START:

ASSERT LEN(aMenu) <= 10

The previous code will generate a warning box with a single OK button.  The box will be application modal.  The
caption will be “Failed in START, 72” and the message text will be "LEN(AMENU) <= 10”.  An exclamation
mark icon will be displayed in the message box.
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We’ll know that our assertion failed when we see a screen like this:

The MessageBox() function is the tool of choice for communicating diagnostic information in a GUI
environment.  The Alert() function is restricted to the terminal emulation window.  MessageBox() is a function
wrapper for a message class descended from the TextBox class.  The following documentation will prove useful
in designing your own assertion commands.

MessageBox()
wChoice := MessageBox(hwndParent, pszText, pszCapt, siFlags)

where:
hwndParent is the parent window handle
pszText is the text to be displayed
pszCapt is the title of the box
siFlags is selected from the following categories

VALUE CONSTANT IDENTIFIER BUTTON SELECTIONS

0 MB_OK Ok

1 MB_OKCANCEL Ok     Cancel

2 MB_ABORTRETRYIGNORE Abort   Retry   Ignore

3 MB_YESNOCANCEL Yes   No   Cancel

4 MB_YESNO Yes   No

5 MB_RETRYCANCEL Retry   Cancel

One of the following modifiers may be logically OR’d to the button codes above to identify a default button.

VALUE CONSTANT IDENTIFIER DEFAULT BUTTON FLAG

0x0000 MB_DEFBUTTON1 Make Button 1 the default

0x0100 MB_DEFBUTTON2 Make Button 2 the default

0x0200 MB_DEFBUTTON3 Make Button 3 the default
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One of the following modifiers may be logically OR’d with the button codes above to request an icon in the
dialog box:

VALUE CONSTANT IDENTIFIER ICON

0x10 MB_ICONSTOP Stop

0x20 MB_ICONQUESTION Question Mark

0x30 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION Exclamation Mark

0x40 MB_ICONINFORMATION Information

Note: These constants are found in module Windows Lite in System Library.

CUSTOMIZING ASSERT

The ASSERT command supplied in STD.UDC is a good starting point for using assertion statements.  STD.UDC
is automatically searched by the CA-VO compiler.  If we want to make changes to the stock ASSERT command
it is best to copy the original command to a new UDC file.  You should always override the default action of a
command in STD.UDC rather than make a direct modification.  Several debug-related commands can be created
and housed in a common module, e.g. DEBUG.UDC.  You should inform the compiler about the new UDC file.
This is done through the Properties window.  Click on the UDC button and enter in the name of our additional
UDC files.  If you are overriding a command, you must list your UDC before STD.UDC.  The compiler will use
the first definition it encounters for similarly named commands.  The following paragraphs describe two
enhancements to the stock ASSERT command.

LOGGING ASSERTIONS TO DISK

Let’s say we want to create an assertion command which writes the information associated with each failed
assertion to disk.  We copy the ASSERT command in STD.UDC to our new command file - DEBUG.UDC.
Then we rename the command from ASSERT to ASSERTLOG.  We add a line to the stock definition which
calls AssertLog().  AssertLog() is a simple function which we will write to log the assertion expression, module
name, entity name and entity line number to disk.  AssertLog() will then re-package the parameters it has been
passed and call MessageBox() to inform the operator that the assertion failed.

ASSERTLOG <exp>   => #ifdef _assert;; ;
    if !(<exp>) ;; ;
    AssertLog(0,  String2psz(<$exp$>), ;
    String2psz("Failed in " + RTrim(__ENTITY) + ", " + NTRIM(__LINE)), 48);; ;
    endif;; #endif
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COUPLING ASSERT WITH THE ERROR OBJECT

The error handling subsystem in CA-VO provides a great deal of information about the environment in which an
exception has occurred.  It may be useful to tap into this by triggering a trip to the error handler each time one of
our assertions fail.  This would allow us to use the built-in diagnostic dump routine in DefError().  The first step
is for us to write a replacement ASSERT command.  We will call the file ASSERT.UDC and list it in front of
STD.UDC in the UDC section of the Properties window for this application.

ASSERT <exp>   => #ifdef _assert;; ;
    if !(<exp>) ;; ;
    AssertError(<$exp$>, __ENTITY, __LINE) ;; ;
    endif;; #endif

Admission to the error subsystem requires that we present DefError() with a valid error object.  The following
routine will build an error object using the information passed to us from the modified ASSERT command.  The
severity instance variable is set to ES_WHOCARES to indicate that a genuine error condition has not been
raised.  A string representation of the failed assertion expression will be assigned to the error object’s
description instance variable.  We’ll also include the entity name and line number in the description.  The
operation at the time of the simulated error will be flagged as “Assertion Failure”.  You can also assign values to
the error object’s other instance variables if you think the information will be helpful.

DEFINE _assert := TRUE

FUNCTION AssertError(cExpression AS STRING, cEntity AS STRING, nLine AS INT)
   LOCAL oError := Error{}
   oError:severity := ES_WHOCARES
   oError:genCode := 0
   oError:description := cExpression
   oError:description += “ ” + Failed in " + RTrim(cEntity) + ", " + NTRIM(nLine)
   oError:canDefault := TRUE
   oError:canRetry := TRUE
   oError:canSubstitute := FALSE
   oError:operation := "Assertion Failure"
   RETURN(EVAL(ERRORBLOCK(), oError))

When an assertion fails, DefError() will provide us with a detailed log of the system environment.
FILE_ERRORLOG is the string which contains the name of the active CA-VO error log.  The default name is
“VOERROR.LOG”.  A simple function can be written to supply an alternate name for the log file at runtime. The
name of the log file can also be changed in the Debugger just before it is opened.  Here is an example of the
information which can be logged to disk each time one of our assertions fail.

 ************************************************************ 314E      0. Error
CA-Visual Objects b427, 01/02/95 US
LB 03/28/94
03/21/95   05:55:12 AM   12:34:57 AM
       Module:              Line:   Entity:
    2: Module 1                  4  START
    1: Module 1                 10  ASSERTERROR

I=2;Failed in START, 4   Operation: Assertion Failed   Tries: 0

DynStack2Array():
{(0x0050)398F:0118} CLASS ERROR
Memory():
  0:      11372832 SYSTEM_FREE
  1:       7057408 SYSTEM_MAX
  2:        127588 DYNINFOFREE
  3:         65527 DYNINFOMAX
  4:        0x4040 RT_DGROUP_SIZE
  5:        0x4040 RT_DS_SIZE
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  6:        0x4000 STACK_SIZE
  7:        0x32A0 STACK_FREE
  8:        0x05A1 MAXATOM
  9:        0x0030 ACTIVATION
 10:        0x0008 PUBLIC
 11:        0x000A PRIVAT
 12:          4468 DYNINFOUSED
 13:        294912 MEMTOTAL
 14:        0x1BA0 DS_SIZE
 15:        0xECC0 CS_SIZE
 16:             0 REGISTEREXIT_COUNT
 17:             0 REGCOLLNOTIFYSTART_COUNT
 18:             0 REGCOLLNOTIFYEND_COUNT
 19:             2 REGISTERKID
 20:             0 REGISTERAXIT
 21:             0 COLLECTCOUNT
 22:             2 DYNINFOSIZE
 23:        0x1ACF RT_DGROUP
 24:        0x38AF RT_DS
 25:        0x38BF SS
 26:        0x314F DS
 27:        0x290F CS
 28:        0x0000 SEQUENCE
 29:             4 STACKKID
 30:        0x3F08 SP
 31:             0 GLOBALSEL
 32:            48 FUNCTIONCOUNT
 33:           150 CLASSCOUNT
 34:        0x0000 DB_DS
 35:        0x0000 DB_DS_SIZE
100:  73% SYSTEM resources
101:  73% GDI resources
102:  79% USER resources
GetNumTasks()    5
SetCPU()       486
SetMath()      486
_DynCheck()    T
_GetRTCount()    1
_GetRTNum()      1
GetDOSError()    0
ErrorAct()       3
ErrorOrg()       1
ErrorBase()      8
OS()           DOS 6.20, Windows 3.10
PATH=
C:\WINDOWS;C:\;C:\DOS;C:\CAVO;C:\QEMM;C:\BRIEF;C:\TOOLS;C:\CAVO;C:\PZP;C:\STACKER
GetWindowsDirectory(): C:\WINDOWS
GetSystemDirectory():  C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM
GetModuleFileName():   C:\CAVO\TESt81.EXE
[CA-Visual Objects]
DynamicMemory=   2    2
Trap=            1    1
Choice:   0  3    05:55:57 AM
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CA-Visual Objects 2.0 and 2.5

 The source level debugger in CA-Visual Objects 1.0 has been retained in version 2.0 and 2.5.  Any differences
are largely cosmetic and mechanical rather than substantive and functional.  The following pages will document
some of these differences.

Default System Settings

All source level debuggers require that certain compile-time information be made available to them at runtime.
You may elect to have the compiler automatically turn on the debug status for all new modules that you create.
This default debug switch can be overridden at any time at the application, module or entity level.  The New
Module Debug switch can be enabled in the System Options tab of the System Settings dialog.  You can reach
this screen via the File selection on the IDE menu line.

Enables debug
for each new
module that is

created
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The next tab in the System Settings dialog is where the Default Compiler Options are set. You might find it
convenient to enable PROCNAME/PROCLINE inclusion here.  You’ll be able to turn it ON and OFF on a
module and entity level later on.  You also might want to enable runtime checking for overflow, range and class
errors.

Debugging at the Application Level

The application will inherit the debug settings established in the System section of the Setup window.  You can
modify the application’s debug status by selecting the Properties window in the Application entry of the IDE
menu.  Select the first tab in the Application Options dialog.  It is called Application.

Enables
PROCNAME and

PROCLINE tracking
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The Application Options dialog is also a good place to make changes to the current application’s Compiler
Options.  This is the last tab in the Application Options dialog.

Debugging at the Module Level

The debug status of a module will normally follow the debug setting of the application.  The Debugger also
allows a module’s debug status to be explicitly turned ON or OFF.  To change the debug setting for a specific
module:

1. Highlight the module in the Repository Explorer

2. Click on the right mouse button

3. Choose Properties

Enables
PROCNAME and
PROCLINE on an
application level
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The program will display a Properties dialog.  The first tab is for Module Properties.  You can explicitly turn
the debug status of the module ON or OFF or automatically follow the application’s debug level.  You’ll have the
opportunity to enter a one-line description of the module.  This and other information found in the Properties
dialog can be displayed with the Repository Explorer.  The second tab in the Properties dialog allows the
compiler options to be set at the module level.

Debugging at the Entity Level

You also can change the debug status at the entity level.  This works similarly to changing the debug status at the
module level.  To change the debug setting for a specific entity:

1. Highlight the entity in the Repository Explorer

2. Click on the right mouse button

3. Choose Properties

Enables debug
on a module

level
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The program will display a Properties dialog.  The first tab is for Entity Properties.  You can explicitly turn the
debug status of the entity ON or OFF or automatically follow the module’s debug level.  You’ll have the
opportunity to enter a one-line description of the entity. This and other information found in the Properties
dialog can be displayed with the Repository Explorer.  The second tab in the Properties dialog allows the
compiler options to be set at the entity level.

Determining the Debug Level

The debug level of each module or entity can be determined by taking a quick browse of the application with the
Repository Explorer.  The Repository Explorer displays a split screen.  The first screen displays applications,
libraries and DLLs.  The second screen displays modules and entities.  The fifth column of the module/entity
screen lists the debug status of each module or entity in the application.  You can reposition the vertical bar
dividing the two screens by using the left mouse button.  This will allow you to view the most important columns
in the table without the need to perform a horizontal scroll.  You can also adjust the width of each individual
column as well as the order in which they appear.

Enables debug
on an entity

level

Debug status
indicator
column
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New Application Wizard

The Application Wizard has two screens which are relevant to debugging: User Interface and Language
Style/Debug.  Be sure you include the Term Lite library if you are using Qout() and QQout() to display
diagnostics to the Terminal Window.  You can request the Term Lite library in the following dialog:

You should also request that a Strict language style be followed and that debug hooks be included in your
compiled code.  These options can be set in the following dialog:
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Just-In-Time-Debugging
CA-Visual Objects 2.0 offers another debugging option which is extremely convenient.  It is called Just-In-Time
Debugging.  The Debugger will be automatically invoked if a runtime error has occurred while running the
application from within the IDE.

It is not necessary for the debug flag to be turned on for this feature to work.  However, line numbers must have
been included during compiling or the Debug button will be missing from the ERROR dialog.  If debug is turned
on, you will be able to debug the source code in the standard debug window.  If debug is not turned on, the
offending line of code will not be displayed.  However, you will still be able to examine the call stack and
variable information.

CA-Visual Objects 2.0 will let you know that source code level debugging is not available with the following
dialog:

Terminal Window
As in CA-Visual Objects 1.0, the terminal window can be very valuable in debugging an application.  The
terminal window is requested by including the Terminal Lite library in an application’s properties dialog. The
following functions and commands are supported in the terminal window:

?, ?? SET PRINTER
Inkey() SET CONSOLE
WAIT SET COLOR
SET ALTERNATE

The Qout() and QQout() (?, ??) is useful with ASSERT statements and allows a rapid display of diagnostic
information.  SET ALTERNATE is helpful in routing ? and ?? output to text files on disk.  SET COLOR can be
used to highlight suspect data.
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Arranging Debugger Windows

It may become to necessary to temporarily remove View windows which were originally tiled or cascaded but are
no longer needed on the main desktop.  The iconized windows will be clearly labeled at the bottom of the IDE
window and may rejoin the other windows on the desktop as needed.

Cascading windows is a good way to manage the Debugger desktop if View windows can be examined one at a
time and maximum screen area for each window is desired.  Individual windows may still be maximized and
iconized.

Minimized Debugger
Windows are

iconized at the
bottom of the screen
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Tiling windows is a good way to manage the Debugger desktop if View windows must be monitored
simultaneously.  Individual windows may still be maximized and iconized.

Tiled windows may be iconized to make space available for View boxes which have a higher monitoring priority.
The iconized View box can be restored to the tiled desktop as needed.

Tiled Debugger
Windows

Tiled Debugger
Windows with
iconized Local
Variable View

Box

Icon for
minimized

Local Variable
View Box
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Overriding the Standard UDC File

CA-Visual Objects is instructed to use alternate UDC files in the User Defined Commands tab of the
Application Options dialog of the Property window.  You can reach this dialog by selecting Properties in the
Application entry of the IDE menu line.  If you are overriding a command, your UDC must precede STD.UDC
in the UDC listbox.  The compiler will use the first definition it encounters for similarly named commands.  Use
the Up and Down keys to order UDC placement.

Your
application’s

local UDC files
should be

identified here
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Third Party Tools
There are dozens of third party debug tools which can be used in tandem with the CA-Visual Objects Debugger.
The next few pages will examine three utilities from Microsoft and one from a third party vendor.  A technical
resource worth exploring is the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN).  These three Microsoft programs are
included free with a subscription to the MSDN CD-ROM library.  More information on MSDN can be found by
visiting the Microsoft home page at www.microsoft.com.   Microsoft has also created a collection of several
dozen excellent debugging tools for Windows 95 and Windows/NT and placed it on their FTP site
(ftp.microsoft.com).  The self-extracting file is called ITOOLS.EXE.  Microsoft refers to these as the Platform
SDK Tools.

A representative sample of similar shareware/freeware utilities has been included on the conference CD-ROM in
the directory allocated for this session.

Checking Memory

The HeapWatch32 utility is used to view 32-bit Windows 95 applications and help you determine if they are
leaking memory.  Memory leaks are detected by taking snapshots of the allocated memory chain both before and
after a suspect operation is performed.  If memory is still allocated after the operation, then you’ve got a potential
memory leak.

The program displays three views of memory: summary, detail and object.  The summary view lists all heaps for
all programs currently running in the system.  The detail view lists all memory requests satisfied out of a selected
heap.  The object view displays the actual memory block allocated via a MemAlloc().  The term object here
refers to a memory object (allocated block of memory) rather than the Class context of the definition.

ftp://ftp.microsoft.com)/
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Double-click on the application heap you want to monitor.  This will give you the detail window.  Click on
Snapshot to record allocated memory totals at the time of the snap.  Take repeated snapshots to monitor memory
allocation and corresponding memory freeing.  Leaks will show up as memory which is left over after the
function under test returns.

Double-click on the block of memory you want to examine.  This will give you the object window.  Although
designed to trace memory leaks, the utility is a wonderful tool to verify the content of data structures.  The
program will display allocated memory in both hex and ASCII.

Note how CA-Visual Objects tags allocated static memory with a unique signature.  The first four characters of
the memory object contain the word “SABO”.  The last 4 characters contain the word “RALF”.  This makes it
easy for the runtime routines to verify that a memory block is valid.  Sabo truly puts a little bit of himself into
every CA-VO application…at least MemAlloc()!

HeapWatch32 can be found on MSDN utility disks and is part of the Platform SDK Tools.
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Message Trapping

An effective way to debug a program is to trap all messages being sent to a particular window.  The Dispatch()
method is associated with every type of window in CA-Visual Objects and allows us to intercept all messages
associated with a particular window.  However, Dispatch()’s role is limited to windows created within CA-Visual
Objects.  It may be advantageous to trap messages going to other windows or to trap messages without making
any source-level changes to the suspect code.  Fortunately, the SPY utility is designed for this purpose.  SPY can
be found on MSDN utility disks.  There are also many shareware and freeware spy utilities.

Killing an App in the Debugger

What do you do with an application that just won’t go away?  Or one that is hung?  It’s easy to duplicate this
problem.  Just return from an active dialog or method without performing a _Quit().  You can’t ignore the
problem because the IDE won’t allow you to make changes to the repository if the application is still running.
This means no edits and no builds on this particular application until the executable is flushed.

You could try pressing Ctrl-Alt-Delete and hoping for the best.  Windows 95 will intercept the reboot request and
display a listbox of current processes.  You may actually be able to kill the offending task, but you might also
cripple the IDE and hang the system.  A reboot certainly isn’t a welcome solution when you are confronted with
open data files and a vulnerable repository.
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We wish that there was an easy way of flushing a bad run without taking down the rest of the system.  It would be
a real inconvenience if it were necessary to run CA-Visual Objects from the Start menu each time an application
locked up the machine or refused to exit gracefully.  We need something analogous to the “self destruct” feature
on a guided missile which it goes off course.

Fortunately, there is a multi-purpose utility which can help us kill a particular process by name or program id
number.  The program is called PVIEW95.EXE and it is distributed with various Microsoft language products
and also found on the MSDN disks.

PVIEW95 shows all the processes that are currently running on the system.  It also shows the threads owned by
each process.  The display includes the program id (PID), process (and thread) priority level, number of threads
owned by the process, type of process (16-bit or 32-bit) and the full path of the executable.  PVIEW95’s most
valuable feature is that it allows us to kill tasks on demand. Individual threads can’t be flushed.  Canceling the
parent process will also terminate all child threads.

This utility is also extremely useful in debugging applications which use program threads.  This will become
increasingly popular with the rise of Internet-ready applications.  Sockets are ideally-suited to the performance
benefits which may be achieved through concurrent file transfer.  Downloading multiple GIF images in an HTML
document via HTTP protocol is a good example.  PVIEW95 provides one of the few tools available to the
programmer for monitoring threaded code.
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API Debuggers

There are many specialty debuggers which operate with very narrow goals.  They are used to debug specific
subsystems or components in a much larger application.  They have full knowledge of the rules of the API in
which they operate.  A general purpose debugger can’t hope to compete in effectiveness with a custom tool in
which the subsystem’s interface has been codified.

The Windows Sockets (Winsock) interface is a good example of the need for a smart debugger.  It can be
extremely tedious to debug Winsock apps because there is so much extraneous diagnostic information which is
presented by the CA-VO Debugger.  We need a tool which can focus our attention on Winsock functions calls
and Winsock data structures.

An API debugger like TracePlus32 comes to the rescue in an elegant fashion.

TracePlus32 and many other similar Winsock debuggers install their hooks before our application starts
execution.  They are therefore able to intercept all calls to the Winsock (WSOCK32) DLL.  Since they also
understand the API, they can display data structures with automatic type conversion and meaningful variable
names and descriptors.

They can convert 32-bit network addresses to their more familiar dotted-decimal IP address.  They can monitor
callback functions and await the arrival of asynchronous events.  They know what arguments to expect on entry
and exit from each function and can dump buffers, display status flags and chain through memory pointers with
ease.  All of this is only possible because these tools were written to debug a specific programming component.

TracePlus32 is available from S.S.T. Incorporated.
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Native Language Debuggers

Debug tools are typically written in the same language as the programs they inspect.  This ensures that there are
no conflicts within data structures and that uniform conversion rules are followed.  It also means that no
proprietary data types like classes or objects are encountered.  The CA-Visual Objects 2.5 distribution CD
contains a Windows 95/98/NT debugger written entirely in CA-Visual Objects 2.5.  The sample program is
called Private Eye and allows you to display window information and trap messages.
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Putting It All Together

A useful debug environment would be to tile the application windows for HeapWatch32, PVIEW95 and the
application’s debug window.  This will allow you to debug the application while monitoring individual processes
and threads and their associated memory allocations.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we explored how far interactive debugging has progressed since the earliest days of data
processing.  Many programmers are still confused over the difference between the jobs tackled by a debugger and
an error handler.  The debugger assists us in locating logic flaws in the code.  The error handler stands guard
against external runtime exceptions.  An application must be specially-prepared to work with the Debugger.  This
is achieved by turning on a debug flag.  Debugging can be performed at the application, module or entity level.
Application-level debugging can be turned on in the Properties window.  Individual modules or entities can
have their debug flag explicitly toggled by clicking the right mouse button.  The compiler can also be instructed
to automatically turn on debugging for all new modules by setting the debug flag in the System Options window.
The debug setting can always be changed at the next level down.  A rebuild is necessary each time the debug
status of a module or entity is modified.  We discussed each of the STEP modes, how to set breakpoints, how the
expression analyzer can be used to assign new values as well as invoke function-extensions to the Debugger.

The primary mechanisms for debugging an application are the view windows.  The Call Stack window is useful
in documenting the path taken by the application to reach a specific entity.  It is also useful to solve scoping
problems as well as verify the values of parameters passed to a function or method.  The Watch Expressions
window is ideal for monitoring program transitions, displaying the availability of system resources and revealing
the exact moment at which updates to records become visible.  All program SETS may be inspected as well as
modified.  This allows the runtime environment to be dynamically reconfigured.

We noted how assertion statements can be used to provide an enhanced trace feature and gave two examples of
how the stock ASSERT command included in STD.UDC can be extended.

We covered the new Just-In-Time (JIT) debug feature in CA-Visual Objects 2.0/2.5.  JIT elegantly unites error
handling and debugging by allowing us to tap the rich tools of the Debugger when a runtime exception occurs. Of
course, we could start out every application in the Debugger and RUN or STEP until a runtime exception arises.
But it is much more convenient to EXECUTE our code in the IDE and only enter the Debugger at the exact time
of an exception.

The real power of JIT debugging is that it allows us to use the Debugger to examine the characteristic signatures
of common errors encountered during final testing and early production usage of the application.

Since identification is prelude to prevention,  we can then use this knowledge to build extremely robust error
handlers which continually test for the presence of these telltale markers.

Finally, we explored the myriad of third party tools which are available to help us debug an application.  These
include memory debuggers which allow us to examine allocated storage chains; task viewers which allow us to
inspect individual processes and threads initiated by our application; spy programs which allows us to intercept
all messages sent to a particular window and special API debuggers which allow us to hook into the internals of a
common industry interface like Winsock.  A good place to start collecting free debugging tools is the Platform
SDK Tools on the Microsoft FTP site (ftp.microsoft.com).

The CA-Visual Objects Debugger provides us with an extraordinary real-time tool for debugging logic errors in
our application.  Coupled with assertion statements and the error handler, it is possible to write a large
application which we know a priori to be of the highest possible system integrity and without serious
compromise to overall performance.

ftp://ftp.microsoft.com)/
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